Spheres Of Light
Full Moon Circle — 14th June 2019
Typhon

Full Moon in Sagi<arius (17/06/2019 6:30pm)
This Sagi)arius full moon conjunct to Jupiter, marks a period of expansion. Though the journey
may be diﬃcult, if we work through our issues there will be an opportunity for a breakthrough and
growth. One of the various astrology reports on this upcoming full moon said that this is an
extremely sensiBve zone of the zodiac for a full moon teemed with slithering serpents, dragons
and scorpions’ sBngers. At our full moon ritual on Friday night we will be working with the serpent
Typhon. Typhon in Greek mythology was the youngest son of Gaea (Earth) and Tartarus (of the
nether world). He was described as a grisly monster with a hundred dragons' heads who was
conquered and cast into the underworld by Zeus. During our ritual we will be using Typhon’s
destrucBve power to break apart our burdens so we can transform them into something useful.

Typhon
Typhon is a rather strange deity from ancient
Greece. He holds the Btles of god, monster,
dragon but one thing is certain, Typhon is
perhaps one of the most feared gods/
monsters or dragons from the ancient world,
not just ancient Greece!
Typhon is pure fear and absolute destrucBon
personiﬁed. Think about how close his name
is to that of an immensely destrucBve storm,
or a plague and how devastaBng these where
in ancient Bmes.
He is such a chaoBc ﬁgure that his forms are
so much more bizarre than almost all other
deiBes, save some GoeBan demons. Some
describe Typhon as having a man's bearded
head and torso atop a giganBc body of a
snake, or atop a living mountain of hundreds of serpents. His wings block out the sun and his arms
end in the heads of dragons, or hundreds of serpents. His eyes ﬂash with burning ﬁre and every
sound of every animal emanates from his serpenBne hair and beard at once.
Typhon holds power over destrucBve storms, and held many other dragon a)ributes. He was also
known as the Father of Monsters. Fathering many of the monsters from Greek myth with his bride,
Echidna.
Typhon ba)led Zeus for dominion over the world, and did defeat him by ripping the muscles out of
his body, it was only by assistance of other gods and the Fates that Zeus was able to drive Typhon
to imprisonment underneath Mt Etna - the island of Sicily.

During the ba)le, it is said that all the gods ﬂed to Egypt to escape Typhon's fury. This gives rise to
the syncreBsm of Seth-Typhon, there are many parallels and in many Luciferian pracBces they are
viewed as one in the same, with the addiBon of Apep depending on the desired goal.
Tonight's ritual looks at breaking the natural order of the progression of your evoluBon, turning our
burdens into something useful. Drawing from Typhon, god of monsters, we will each a)empt to
create a servitor to do our bidding on the spiritual plane, whatever that may be - taking mastery,
full force destrucBon, ruin, overcoming stagnate order, forcing evoluBon through chaos, or feeding
oﬀ spiritual energy.

Typhon statue created by Logan

Cast circle:
In the coils of Leviathan, this circle is cast.
In the coils of Leviathan, this circle is sealed.
I (Dragon Name) invoke the Dragons this night
Come, Dragons of the primordial waters
Come, Dragons from the primal source of creaBon
Come, Dragons of Lightness and Darkness
Come, Dragons of Chaos and Form
I invoke you to join us and impart your wisdom and ancient knowledge
Guard and Protect us this night
As be your will.

Quarters:
Take the Athame from the altar and trace out the invoking pentagram at each quarter

I open the Eastern gates of Air
Come forth with your mighty winds
Circle us with your power and inspiraBon
I call you to come forth and protect and charge this circle.
As be your will.
I open the Northern gates of Fire
Come forth with your ﬁery breath
Circle us with your strength and power
I call thee to come forth and protect and charge this circle.
As be your will.
I open the Western gates of Water
Come forth with your power of the primordial ocean
Circle us with the power of connecBve energy
I call thee to come forth and protect and charge this circle.
As be your will.

I open the Southern gates of Earth
Come forth with your protecBve force
Circle us with the powers of manifestaBon
I call thee to come forth and protect and charge this circle.
As be your will.

Invoke Typhon.
The Words of Opening Tartarus
Hekas, Hekas Nohpyth Bebeloi
All profane devoured, the Sun swallowed
The Moon eclipsed, yet a single ﬂame burning
For I ascend in my own light
ZAZAS, ZAZAS, NASATANADA ZAZAS!
Crack open black hearted Stygian rocks
Let the crag of Akheron covered in gore no longer hold thee
Let my words ring forth, sBrring storm
Hurricane and tsunami, darkness and chaos rise!
Typhon, I adore thee as the God of All
Hidden in the depths of my soul, rise up O primal darkness
Typhon, whose hands and arms are mighty
Which strike from east and west
Whose feet are that of coiled serpents and dragons, Breless!
From your shoulders there grows a hundred serpent
Heads, licking with dark tongues, whose eyes ﬂash with blackened ﬁre, revealing the abyss and
chaos within
Those of a dreaded Drakon of Kaos
Exalted Lord and King of the Darkened Pits of Tartarus
I am of your blood and touched by the ﬁre of your spirit
Flashed with blood and the hunger of the devouring
Lion, ascend!
Whose voices are the mulBtudes of serpents and beasts
Let me shape this power to my design!
Typhon, whose halo is the lightning and storm-clouds!
Whose words command the ﬂesh and world around us
Typhon who issues a great storms of ﬁre from his mouth,
Your essence is Btan and beyond resistance, for you rise as a lion
Shameless in cruelty, hail thou primal Typhon!
I invoke thee Typhon the hundred headed
I summon thee O coiling drakon of misrule and rebellion!
I invoke thee, Typhon
Whose body is winged to ascend as the Archon of the Abyss
Whose hands of serpents shall devour those who oppose!

MeditaLon:
Find a comfortable posiBon to sit in. Take some slow deep breaths and let go of the mundane
things currently on your mind.
Find yourself a comfortable posiBon to sit in.... take slow deep breaths, breathing out into any
tension your body holds... with each breath feel the energy from the core of the earth rise within
you, and deep within your base chakra, begin to visualise a deep red orb with two snakes moving
slowly around it, like electrons spinning around the nucleus of an atom, as the spinning becomes
faster the red orb begins to glow, and the spinning snakes move up to encompass a ball of orange,

and as the snakes twist and spin it begins to glow. The snakes twist their way up to your solar
plexus, and as they orbit the yellow orb begins to glow. Slithering their way up the snakes begin to
crackle with energy as they spark the green orb of the heart into glowing before moving up to the
throat where they conBnue to spin around the blue orb making it glow. The snakes move up and
writhe around the third eye, invigoraBng it into glowing indigo light before ﬁnally moving to the
crown, now spinning so fast, violet energy arcs to the orb making it instantly glow. Now with their
dance complete, the snakes ﬂy out into the universe.
MIST:
a thick mist now appears before you, you feel it's cool wetness as you leave you body and begin to
move through it, to the centre of the room, where you become completely enveloped in the mist.
As the mist clears, you observe your surroundings a, rocky plain near the base of a towering
volcano. The smell of brimstone assaults you, and the sound of the low rumbling of the earth and
stones rolling down the slope is the only thing breaking up the otherwise eerie sBllness.
You see the slight signs of a unused path snaking around the smoking mountain, and you decide to
follow your insBncts, against your head, to see where it takes you......... 15 second wait
you round a bend to see a ancient stone gateway leading into the mountain. You may feel the need
to call a guide to you before conBnuing.
You feel a strong energy coming from within, nothing like you have ever felt before. You press
onward into the depths, your body seems to struggle, it's like you can't quite ﬁt, though the tunnel
is wide enough. You pass rubble and the odd bone, its cold. chasing a dim glow around corners,
deeper and deeper you venture.... 15 second wait
Suddenly you burst out into a huge volcanic cavern, a chamber of Tartarus. In the distance, a
gargantuan creature, Typhon. You take a moment to comprehend his form.
The earth tremors and the tunnel you used, now has some rubble blocking the pass. The earth
shakes more as Typhon rounds to face your direcBon. You aren't sure how he can see you, you are
so insigniﬁcant in size compared to the great monster, but you are sure that he can.
Typhon rears up and begins to slither your way. Your head and ears become pained as the sound of
every beast comes from all of his serpenBne tendrils.
You are petriﬁed with fear, Typhon's many maws begin to gape and glow. All you can see hurling
towards you is full force destrucBon, you wait to be obliterated. The immense energy goes far over
your head and explodes onto seemingly nothing.
Rubble begins to fall around you as glowing cracks begin to form on this nothing unBl a large stone
slab reveals itself, with chains leading to you, binding it to you. Typhon's towering form is now
statuesque atop the writhing serpents, he just stares near you, eyes ﬂashing with ﬁre.
As the rubble falls, you noBce among it all of your burdens. Those that you have put on yourself,
and those that others have placed upon you. Search through it now, hold on to what you will. But
do not waste Typhon's energy. Do not weigh yourself down, or you may never be able to escape
this place. The things you are leaving behind begin to melt down into a thick puddle and begin to

form signs of spirit life. Shadowy clouds scamper away into the shadows, while others seem to be
merging into something bigger...... 30 second wait
Aber a short Bme, before you ﬂoats a dark shadowy creature, your servitor. Made from the rubble
of your burdens that Typhon's energy has destroyed. The servitor knows that you cannot stay in
Typhon's lair any longer, it's not safe. It draws a shadowy essence over you and all becomes dark.
It will safely bring you from Typhon's abode, as long as you sBll aren't carrying around any useless
burdens that you don't need to.
The air begins to feel cooler and the shadowy essence of the servitor is gone.
You are back

Ritual:
You have 3 minutes now, to draw your servitor.
Draw using charcoal, you may darken the paper with ﬂame and empower with incense smoke. We
will give form to our servitors in this plane.
Servitors should be given a task upon creaBon, and a life span. I wouldn't suggest more than a full
moon cycle. They are non reprogrammable.
You can use this in ritual and visualisaBon in the future to send the servitor to do your spiritual
bidding.

Close:
Thank you Typhon, Dragon god of monsters, Great lord of chaos, for working with us tonight,
for showering us with your destrucBve energy to transform our burdens into our own creaBons!
Hail and Farewell!
Close quarters with banishing pentagram

I close the Southern gates of Earth
Thank you for coming forth, witnessing this rite and protecBng this circle.
May you dwell within our hearts
So shall it be.

I close the Western gates of Water
Thank you for coming forth, witnessing this rite and protecBng this circle.
May you dwell within our hearts
So shall it be.
I close the Northern gates of Fire
Thank you for coming forth, witnessing this rite and protecBng this circle.
May you dwell within our hearts
So shall it be.
I close the Eastern gates of Air
Thank you for coming forth, witnessing this rite and protecBng this circle.
May you dwell within our hearts
So shall it be.

The circle is now open.

Sydney circle …minus Jenny who took the photo 😊

